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It is remarkable that the Paleoproterozoic circular
structural patterns are mirrored by the structure of the
Proterozoic-Paleozoic sedimentary cover [Postnikov,
2002]. Particularly important are radial fault system of
the basement structures controlling the position of

Paleozoic cover swells and the distribution of the oil
ore deposits [Trofimov  et al., 2004]. Notably, large
recent circular/ring structures recorded by satellite
images coincide with some of the basement-cover
structural features [The Crystalline …, 1996].
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The climatic catastrophic phenomena, such as
droughts, floods, extremely cold or warm winter, oc-
curring at a large scale and great intensity are ra-
ther rare events. These phenomena, typically, oc-
cur only a few times per century. Because of this,
statistically estimating the basic characteristics of
the dynamics of repeatability of these events is very
difficult. The instrumental observations are not helpful
because of the short time-series. It is therefore ne-
cessary to use other proxy data as well. In our opi-
nion, different historical records and manuscripts
are most suiTable for this purpose. These records
were very carefully compiled and described in the
monasteries located in territory Europe [Borisen-
kov, Pasetsky, 1988].

The analysis is carried out on the basis of his-
torical records and manuscripts for the last millen-
nium (900—1800) [Borisenkov, Pasetsky, 1988]. The
following phenomena were considered: droughts,
rainy summers, floods, cold winters, late springs,
colds at the beginning of a summer, catastrophic
thunderstorms and catastrophic storms. It was used
the names of these events, which are described in
historical records and manuscripts.

The statistical analysis of these data shows that
the long-term dynamics of repeatability of the cli-
matic catastrophic phenomena in the territory Eu-
rope, Ukraine and Russian Plain was not similar to
an ordinary stationary Poisson’s flux of events [Boy-
chenko, 2002]. It is supposed by our hypothesis
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that the temperature fluctuations in Europe could
be as main factor Influencing dynamics of repea-
tability of the phenomena [Voloshchuk, Boychen-
ko, 2001; Boychenko, 2003; 2008]. Namely, the re-
peatability of the considered events is a non-mono-
tonic function of temperature fluctuations: repea-
tability of catastrophic climatic phenomena in the
territory of Europe was higher, when the tempera-
ture of Europe was increased (the Little Climatic
Optimum) or, on the contrary, decreased (the Little
Ice Age) [Boychenko, 2003; 2008; Voloshchuk,
Boychenko, 2001]. Necessary characteristics of
anomalies of temperature on Northern hemisphere
for last millennium were restored Mann, Crouly etc
and time-series for territory of the East Europe of
Imbrie etc (quoted by [Boychenko, 2008]).

It is used the theory of similarity. The following
basic criteria of the similarity theory of dynamics of
frequency of the catastrophic climatic phenomena
are worked out: collective rating of group of cata-
strophic climatic events �; index of level of climatic
anomalies �; dimensionless optimum level � of a
thermal regime for considered geographical region.

Definitions of these criteria of similarity are for-
mulated and proved and algorithms for calculation
of their values are given on the basis of empirical
materials or the given different modeling calcula-
tions:
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where δ� — elementary time unit; � — a collective
rating of events; �
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 and 2

ks  — repeatability for

time t, average repeatability during period � and a
dispersion of repeatability during the same period
of time k-the events; ∆	��� — anomalies of annual
temperature for the East Europe or Northern hemi-
sphere, for a time �; � — an optimum regional level
of temperature which can accept different values for
different regions.

Developed semi-empirical model of probability
of dynamics of repeatability of the catastrophic cli-
matic phenomena for different physic-geographical
regions shows that:
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where 
 — amount of occurrences kth events du-
ring for time t, �



 — probability occurrences of kth

events for time �, �χ — a root-mean-square error of
a collective rating of events, ∆� — interval time in
elementary units δ�.

It was for the first time established existence
excitation effect of the catastrophic climatic phe-
nomena in different regions of Europe to an index of
climatic anomaly � (Fig. 1).

On a basis of the criteria’s equation the scena-
rios of increase of frequency of occurrence of diffe-
rent catastrophic climatic phenomena in territory of
Ukraine, East European plain and the Western Eu-
rope in 21th century are constructed. Validity of the
semi-empirical models are checked up by the deci-
sion of a return problem: comparison of results of

Fig. 1. A century course of an index of the climatic anomay (1) and a rating of catastrophic climatic events (2) in territories:
a — Western Europe, b — Russian plain, c —  Ukraine (the rating for Russian plain is displaced for 100 years forward).
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Fig. 2. Scenarios of dynamics of frequency of catastrophic climatic events in territory: a — Western Europe, b — Russian
plain, c — Ukraine (droughts, flooding, unknown storms), calculations on ratio formule (1); on an axis �� anomalies of
temperature for Northern hemisphere.

modeling calculations with the fact for last millenni-
um (11—13 century). By the developed scenarios it
is possible to draw a conclusion, that the expected
average amount of the considered catastrophic cli-
matic events in 21th century in territories of Ukraine,
the Western Europe and Russian plain in 1.5—2
times will exceed their fixed quantity in 12th century
— for epoch of known global warming in the last
millennium (Fig. 2).

It is found that the repeatability of the considered
events is a non-monotonic function of temperature
fluctuations, namely: repeatability of catastrophic
climatic phenomena in the territory of Ukraine was

higher, when the global temperature was deviating
in either direction from some optimum level (at glo-
bal warming or cooling from some optimum level of
global temperature) [Boychenko, 2002; 2003]. It is
established, that this effect takes place also for all
Europe. Semi-empirical models for rating of intensi-
ty of climatic catastrophic phenomena in Ukraine
as function of index of climatic anomality are con-
structed. A scenario of possible dynamics of re-
peatability of climatic catastrophic phenomena in
the territory of Ukraine at the further global warming
is considered [Voloshchuk, Boychenko, 2001; Boy-
chenko, 2008].
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